History of original corner establishment:

Corner originally set by Caudle in 1880. He set a post from which

A 60" fir brr. west 20 lks.

A 50" fir brr. N60E 17 lks.

M. Whitmore found corner in 1949.

Description of corner evidence found:

Found a ½" iron pipe from which

A 50" snag brr. N60E 13.3 feet scribing rotted off.

A 60" snag brr. west 10.2 feet scribing and old axe marks barely visible.

Description of monument and accessories I established to perpetuate the original location of this corner

Set a 2"x30" iron pipe with brass cap marked

Drove ½" pipe alongside brass cap from which

A 19" fir brr. east 1.0 feet scribed ½ S19 BT 920

A 16" alder brr. S65W 11.5 feet bark scribed ½ S24 BT

Drove a steel fence post 3 feet west of corner with Forest Service boundary and attention signs facing south. Placed BT signs and painted all BTs.
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